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The Art of the Patent
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Glassko Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 277 x 213 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Most patents are what you would expect
from a government doucment: downright boring. Yet the drawings on some are absolutely
amazing, with beautiful line-art drawings that show in stunning detail the inner workings of
everything from farming machines to airplanes to rockets. Join us on a tour of some of the best
patent drawings ever created, as well as a glimpse of some of our most historically significant
patents, spanning over 200 years of patent art.Since patent dratsman are not listed on patent
documents, the artwork they create remains annonymous. This book brings out the best of those.
With some interesting discussion on tools the draftsman use, and some of the more important
patent drafting rules issued by the US Patent Trademark Office, this book will be appreciated by
anyone interested in mechanical drawings, line-art illustrations, and fascinating milestones in
patent history. Kevin Prince, an inventor and US Patent Agent, has collected a unique set of patent
art over five years as a patent researcher, taking note along the way of thoses patents having
exceptional artwork. Now...
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda Reilly V
This sort of ebook is everything and made me hunting ahead of time and more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out
this publication from my dad and i suggested this publication to discover.
-- Judg e Mills
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